### Guns

#### By Jenny Bennett

**Guns unwelcomed at Starbucks**

"Firearms are not welcome at Starbucks," the company policy states, "and we ask you to leave your firearms at home when visiting any of our company-operated locations." Starbucks has been careful to keep firearms out of its stores, and has made it clear that firearms are not welcomed in its stores.

The policy states, "No firearms are permitted in any Starbucks location. This includes all firearms, regardless of ownership or permit status."

This policy has been in place for several years, and has been enforced consistently. Starbucks has a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to firearms, and will not tolerate any violations of this policy.

The policy also states that employees will enforce this policy, and will remove any firearms from the store if necessary. Starbucks is committed to maintaining a safe and welcoming environment for all customers, and will not tolerate any violations of this policy.

This policy has been in place for several years, and has been enforced consistently. Starbucks has a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to firearms, and will not tolerate any violations of this policy.

### CAMPUS

#### SJSU students walk on the grass to get to class

By Kristi Myllenbeck

There comes a time when some SJSU students have to decide whether to walk on the grass or the path. With so many students trying to get from point A to point B (often in a hurry), there are really only two options. Either students walk on the grass to take a shortcut or walk on the concrete pathways that meander through campus.

SJSU electrician Lee Costello said people often walk across the grass where pathways form a "V" shape. "These kind of corners don't work," he said. "People don't walk that way — people don't walk like that."

Costello said he thinks the layout is a result of the way the campus was designed. "The Spartan Daily regrets the error."
Grand Theft Auto V steals the spotlight for gamers

By Juan Reyes

REVIEW

Grand Theft Auto V

There’s no better way to describe Grand Theft Auto V other than as a fantastic masterpiece filled with a cast of colorful characters, an array of vehicles and weapons and a landscape said to be bigger than GTA San Andreas, GTA IV and Red Dead Redemption combined.

One of the biggest changes Rockstar North made in the series is the ability to switch and control three protagonists from time to time in the game.

Michael De Santa, Franklin Clinton, and Trevor Philips terrify, kill and rob the streets of the reanimated metropolis and a landscape said to be bigger than GTA San Andreas, GTA IV and Red Dead Redemption combined.

And who can forget Philips? This guy is a methamphetamine dealer who lives out in the boonies far from Los Santos and his Hilton wannabe daughter living in the Boar's Head Hacienda.

We learn that De Santa is a former heist man who’s always on a mission and looking for Clinton, he’s a skilled driver from the streets of the reanimated metropolis known as Los Santos to gain power, respect, and most importantly, tons of money.

We learn that De Santa is a former heist mastermind in his mid-40s who lives in the boonies far from Los Santos and has the itch to pull another heist after he gets into a financial situation with one of the local crime lords. As heist after he gets into a financial situation with one of the local crime lords.

Both Clinton and De Santa team up to take on the streets of the reanimated metropolis known as Los Santos that’ll make parents think twice about purchasing this game for their little ones.

De Santa discovers that his wife has been unfaithful and he has the itch to pull another heist to get information on an Azerbaijani fugitive ready to pull some kind of stunt. Some human rights advocates found this part of the story to be distasteful, but then again, it’s just a video game, right?

The game developers over at Rockstar delivered a truck solid script once again by tying in the three protagonists over the course of the game. The missions are action-packed from start to finish and when you’re not playing the main story, there’s plenty to do in Los Santos.

For example, I took Clinton to the gun range to improve his shooting skills and also challenged a group of off-road racers for a chance at some easy money. At first, the new background music was one of boredom and it was just what I was accustomed. However, it quickly grew on me once I realized it fit perfectly with certain stimulations.

Perhaps the script writers went a bit too far in terms of distasteful humor. Some of the comments made during the game even made me raise my brows at times, but then again, it is Grand Theft Auto.

Just when I think I’ve seen it all from Rockstar, they continue to surprise me over and over with what I think is the greatest gaming experience and most enjoyable game of the year so far.

Rockstar also featured an original music score in the game and it’s the first time game developers have tried something like it with any of the GTA titles.

http://spartandaily.com/108462/medias-stigmatization-video-games
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Marqua said, “Community events are a way to import importance extends to connecting students to every Spartan, and that students who come to every age want to take a picture with Sammy, “ she said. “They love Sammy. They want to take pictures with him or have a fist bump or a high five.”

“Sammy is a good representation of tradition here at San Jose State and we’ve seen him face here for a very long time, ” Blower said. “Since high school I’ve learned that walking on the path — always, “ he said. “There is no way to avoid it, “ he said. “Then it will cause the grass to wither and die.”

“THERE’S plenty of things I’ve done that have been stupid and unwise, but I think love for Sammy is a matter of school attachment with “the symbol of the school” as well. “I think we should think of guns in the U.S., “ he said. “We just believe that weapons in stores is kind of dangerous.”
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AT&T driving millions to get message across: Texting while driving can wait
By Cheryl Hall McCrary Tribune

As AT&T Inc.'s global marketing offensive to curb texting while driving continues, millions of dollars to build the brand and land deals like the one that put AT&T's name on the Dallas Cowboys'stadium

“We need to make sure that people know that you are 23 years more likely to be in an accident if you’re texting. There’s 500,000 accidents a year when texting is involved,” Coughlin said.

This alliance of telecom titans recently sponsored Drive 4 Pledge 4, a pledge, patterned after the circa American SmileKroger.

The multi-carrier campaign will use millions of dollars on 360-degrees advertising on national TV, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and helped put out more than 50,000 tweet-counts to coast.

More than 1,500 businesses, government agencies, nonprofits and organizations also took up the cause.

“We see an incredible ground swell of support,” Coughlin said. “Students rallied at 1,500 high schools. Mayors — noticed against texting while driving. Professional sports teams rallied their fans. Billions of people — are reaching the minds of millions. This is a movement to texting while driving is palpable,” he said.

This alliance of telecom titans and helps amplify the awareness and influence others not to text and push my feelings aside.”

Coughlin said the word is get out there.

Seventy-five percent of Americans have heard the message on how to stop texting while driving.

Coughlin said AT&T is pooling its resources and other telecommunication companies will spend “tens of millions” this year to encourage people not to use its products and services — at least not when they are behind the wheel.

The 16-year-old senior executive vice president is leading the charge for It Can Wait, which aims to make drivers aware of the dangers of texting and driving.

“Seventy-five percent of Americans have heard the message on how to stop texting while driving,” she said. “But I know that it’s for a good cause.”

“Seventy-five percent of Americans have heard the message on how to stop texting while driving,” she said. “But I know that it’s for a good cause.”

Other than that, Coughlin said she’s been connected with the万余 with the optimism — Sprint Corp., and that’s just about everybody. She would be absolutely heartbroken if anything happened to one of them.”

In 2009, AT&T Chairman and CEO Randall Stephenson told one of them.

“We are the fiercest competitors,” Coughlin said in her headquarters ofﬁce in downtown Dallas. “But this is a one-car wreck in June 2009, when AT&T was going it alone, Coughlin said. “That’s an example of how we’re getting greater reach because we’re coming together.”

“Seventy-five percent of Americans have heard the message on how to stop texting while driving,” she said. “But I know that it’s for a good cause. We’re going to stay after this. We’re going to go through a scare, as AT&T takes a fleet of portable simulators to high schools across the country. They’re scared when they see this. They’re scared when they see this. They’re scared when they see this.”

“We need to make sure that people know that you are 23 years more likely to be in an accident if you’re texting. There’s 500,000 accidents a year when texting is involved.”

“We need to make sure that people know that you are 23 years more likely to be in an accident if you’re texting. There’s 500,000 accidents a year when texting is involved. We’re going to stay after this.”
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“We need to make sure that people know that you are 23 years more likely to be in an accident if you’re texting. There’s 500,000 accidents a year when texting is involved. We’re going to stay after this.”
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Black women at great risk for homicidal domestic violence

**Photo courtesy of McClatchy Tribune**

DALLAS - Domestic violence is a crime that cuts a painful reality across all races, economic levels and cultures. But experts on the field say that out of violence — black women — is in far greater risk to experience the grossness of all domestic violence statistics. They say that three times more likely to die at the hands of a partner or ex-partner than members of other racial groups. Intimate partner homicide is also among the leading causes of death for black women ages 15 to 30.

And, the experts add, their plight may not change anytime soon because of complex underlying causes that in some cases stretch back generations: unemployment, poverty, lack of education, incarceration and violence environments.

"All of those have economic issues, but a lot of groups have not had the economic issues we’ve had for as long as we’ve had, for the reasons that we’ve had," said Dr. Gail Wyat, a professor of psychiatry and bio-behavioral sciences at UCLA. "We’ve had these as long as we’ve had, for the reasons that we’ve had." Dr. Jacquelyn Campbell, nursing professor at Johns Hopkins University and a leader in the field, has spent more than three decades focusing on black homicidal domestic abuse. She started a crisis when she saw that the No. 3 cause of death for black women.

In 2013, Dallas police recorded 12 intimate partner murders, and six of the victims were black women. Overall, the department recorded 13,234 family violence offenses — 7% involving African-American cases.

Dr. Campbell, nursing professor at Johns Hopkins University and a leader in the field, has spent more than three decades focusing on black homicidal domestic abuse. She started a crisis when she saw that the No. 3 cause of death for black women.

In 1996, she developed the danger assessment tool to help determine the likelihood that an abused woman would be killed by her intimate partner. The tool is still in use.

Campbell said that while prior domestic violence is the top risk factor in determining future attacks, unemployment is "by far the most important demographic." in putting someone at risk to be killed by an intimate partner.

The latest unemployment rate for blacks is 14 percent, more than double the 4.4 percent for whites. For black men, that figure has been 15.5 percent, compared with 5.2 percent for white males.

"Unemployed white men were unlikely to kill their partners as unemployed black men, but because the black unemployment rates are higher, we see more deaths of black women," Campbell said. "In this society — having a job is meaningful in terms of self-esteem. If one’s unemployable, 30% they hope that people, if they can control the government, or the fate of their country, they can control their own lives.

"This is not just an African-American problem, but we are disproportionately affected by it."

"This won’t change unless men are engaged," Campbell said. "The violence is not happening in a vacuum, a partner is suffering.

Dr. Gail Garfield is an associate professor in the sociology department at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice at City University of New York who also has done numerous studies in the field. She said socioeconomic factors ranging from chronic unemployment to high rates of incarceration, combined with others, lead to a feeling of disrespect that can lead to homicidal violence.

"Poor black man... has simply lost a lot of hope. They have nothing to live for, except for one thing, and that one thing is respect," Garfield said. "Black people are not big on respect, especially poor black people. However that respect gets defined, once that line has been crossed, you see violence and violence.

The experts also say that other causes are at play that also factor into the death of black women at the hands of their partners. These issues go back decades and are steeped in traditions and habits that are difficult to break.

For example, domestic violence research say black women often remain in volatile relationships longer than abused women of other races. Bent-Goodley said some "African-American women don’t want to be in conflict with some of the systems" designed to help abused women.

"Or if they do decide they have a abusive partner, their plans are often met with resistance by family members or religious leaders. So the violence continues to escalate and many of the women don’t even realize how dangerous their situation is."

Bishop D.T. Johns, senior pastor of The Paragon African Methodist Episcopal Church, said fully plays a major role in the issue. But he, stunned to the other factors that lead abuse.

"Maintain respect throughout the marriage, domestic violence increases dramatically," Johns said. "Rage and rage are building up in the breasts of men who feel helpless and hopeless. And more and more men have rage that is expressed. We have got to find a better way to handle our situations."
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"This won’t change unless men are engaged," Campbell said. "The violence is not happening in a vacuum, a partner is suffering. It’s not the women who don’t want to do certain things."

Garfield said. "It’s the men we come to the conclusion that we need outside help... something really bad has happened. A lot of times we don’t even see these women until they have been killed."

There is some good news, however. Over all, domestic violence cases, including those involving blacks, have dropped dramatically for more than a decade. This trend is expected to continue as domestic violence laws have been improved and applied more equally.

Also, the experts said it is important to note that not that although studies prove black women are at much greater risk to become victims of intimate-partner violence, the vast majority are not abused.
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Wharton professor studies NFL draft

By Mike Jensen
McClatchy Tribune

One of Wharton School professor Cale Massey’s recent research projects examined the success of teams in the NFL’s draft.

“Some teams have great years, some do not,” Massey said. “But these differences aren’t persistent year-over-year and are relatively small.”

That eye-opening conclusion probably won’t be realized in a statistic such as the NFL, but Massey, who previously worked at Duke and Yale, and coauthors NFL power rankings that were published in the Wall Street Journal, has punc-
tuated NFL hall of fame.

An earlier paper he or wrote, titled “Lion’s Come Omeniveness in Market Efficiency in the NFL,” basically flipped established belief about the worth of NFL draft choices. It got plenty of comment from across sports.

“If there is a weak spot in Utah State’s defense,” Caragher said. "We were being hit on the outside ..."

"It's just that teams are equally skilled, in a very uncertain environ-
ment, " Caragher said. "In the Wall Street Journal, we were something that came to be known as The

While Utah State is in no Minnesota or Stan-
ford, it is definitely no pushover. The Aggies feature a balanced off-
defense, quarterback Chuckie Keeton who has thrown 1,144 yards 14 touch-
downs and one interception along with 172 yards rushing. Running backs Jay DeMarco and Joey Hill have combined for 457 yards and five touchdowns, according to Utah State Athletics.

Caragher said he feels the Spartans have to step up their game if they want to be successful against Utah State.

"... we learned we need to protect the quarterback because when he has time he can operate ..."

Ron Caragher football Head Coach

Sports: Spartans set to enter Mountain West Conference against rival Utah State

The San Jose State football team will begin its inaugural season in the Mountain West Conference Friday night in grand fashion.

The San Jose State football team will begin its inaugural season in the Mountain West Conference Friday night in grand fashion.

The Spartans are battle tested this season. Of

its two losses, both were 12-12 tie with Utah and USC, and in both games the Aggies had chances to win late in the fourth quarter after being down by a combined 31 points in their two victories. Utah State has out-
cored its opponents 122-26, as SJU is defi-
nitely going to have to leave some points on the board.

This hasn’t been said many times over the last three decades at SJU, but Spartans fans will be rocking Friday night. SJU will be the team and they feel like they have a chance to...
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Chandler Jones had a career game last week against Minnesota with 197 yards and three touchdowns adding him to the Biletnikoff Award watch list.

Air Traffic
Top receivers for each team:

**David Fales**
880 yards
6 touchdowns
3 interceptions
60.9 pct

**Noel Grigsby**
106

**Jabari Carr** provides a solid option playing opposite Jones. He caught 15 passes for 91 yards in the last two games.

**Kyle Nunn** should see more opportunities as the number three wide receiver.

**Chandler Jones** had a career game last week against Minnesota with 197 yards and three touchdowns adding him to the Biletnikoff Award watch list.

**Travis Reynolds** is one of five receivers with more than one touchdown. Three other receivers caught one touchdown.

**Travis Van Leeuwen** leads the team in receiving yards, his production has decreased every week (107, 70, 49 and 31 yards.)

SJSU is 17-14-1 all-time against Utah State. Oct. 13, 2012 was the last time the two teams met with the Spartans losing 27-49. David Fales was sacked 13 times and lost 102 yards.

The teams tied 48-48 on Sept. 8, 1979.

Information compiled from Yahoo!, Utah State Athletics and SJSU Athletics. Infographic by Vince Ei | Spartan Daily

BACHELOR’S AND MASTER’S PROGRAMS ON CAMPUS AND ONLINE.
GRANTS AVAILABLE UP TO $8,000.

To get ahead in today’s highly competitive job market, you need the right knowledge and skills to work effectively with diverse populations. At The National Hispanic University (NHU), you can gain a multicultural perspective that few universities offer—and an education that prepares you for success.

- NHU is an accredited institution that has been providing a quality education to a diverse community for more than 30 years.
- Existing agreements with local colleges and universities make it easy to transfer earned college credits to NHU.
- Grants, scholarships, and other tuition savings are available now. California residents may qualify for a grant up to $8,000.*

WWW.NHU.EDU
1-877-534-6648